
VISITOR MANAGEMENT
A visitor registration system enhances security, access
control, efficiency, and regulatory compliance.

How do you manage your visitors?
Are you still using pen and paper?

The traditional paper-based method is complex and
time-consuming, and it does not provide reliable data
such as visit frequency, visit duration, equipment
brought and vehicles entered into the facilities.

A visitor management system simplifies this task and
improves the efficiency of information management.

Advantages of managing
visitors with Metricos’ Apps

Agility.
The person receiving visitors pre-registers them in the
platform, specifies the date and time of arrival, and adds
any additional observation when applicable. Upon
completion, a QR code is sent to visitors by email for
presentation upon arrival.

Efficiency.
Each visitor is registered just once by entering their full
name, position, employment company, phone number,
email address, the brand, model, and serial number of the
computer or equipment brought in, and the license plate
number of the vehicle driven. In future visits, applicable
data is selected or added.

Cost.
Metricos' apps don't need sophisticated infrastructure,
only a desktop computer, tablet, or phone connected to
the internet. Metricos operates in the cloud without the
use of paper. Upon arrival, the visitor's pre-registration
form is retrieved by reading its printed QR code, missing
data typed, ID image captured, and assigned badge read

it. Departure time is recorded with the returned badge
when they leave.

Convenience.
Instead of searching through stacks of logbooks, with the
visitor's name or their company name, their complete visit
history and duration can be accessed within seconds.

Security.
The system will not allow incomplete records and can flag
unwanted individuals to prevent future access.

Normative compliance.
Metricos visitor management app complies with several
regulations, such as Customs-Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism (C-TPAT).

Image.
Your visitors will be impressed with the efficiency and
speed of their registration and will feel safer within your
premises.

Use conventional computers, phones and tablets to
manage visitors.

Lead your organization to another level of performance
with Metricos’ apps.

Request a demo by WhatsApp at +52 55 4006-7589 or
to contacto@metricos.mx.


